
ARMORED MILITARY VEHICLESTANKS ARMORED MILITARY VEHICLES ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS

T-55AGM
Designed for support of military troops on the
battle field, to overcome layered defence of an 
enemy, water obstacles and swamped areas,
quick reaction for counterstrike  of an enemy and 
carrying out other missions.

UPGRADED TANK

Designed to accomplish combat missions in 
offensive and defensive actions, as a mass
efficient means of active military operations on 
land in conventional and nuclear war conditions.

Т-55АМ
UPGRADED TANK

41,5 t +1,5%

V-46-5М, 690 hp

50 km/h

9000x3536x2226

4
Crew:

Weight:

Engine:

Maximum Speed:

Dimensions:

9853х3560х3004

3

46 t

850, 1000 hp

70 km/h

Crew:

Weight:

Engine capacity:

Maximum Speed:

Dimensions:

Gun 125 mm
Coaxial machine gun 7,62 mm
Anti-aircraft machine gun 12,7 mm

Armament:

rifled gun barrel with ThermoJacket 100mm

Anti-aircraft machine gun DShKM

Armament:

BTR-4

The BTR Armored Personnel 
Carrier (APC) is designed for
transportation of infantry unit 
personnel and fire support
providing in the combat. This 
APC is used for equipping
units able to fight in various 
conditions, including NBC
environment.

ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER 

The BTR-4 APCs can be fitted  
with the following weapon stations

Additional protection:
against  fragment of  large-caliber projectiles 
gun and projectiles of small-caliber
automatic guns

Automatic Gun ZТМ-1
Caliber 30 mm
Coaxial machine gun КТ-7,62
Caliber 7,62 mm
Grenade launcher КBА-117(АG-17)
Caliber 30 mm
Antitank missile complex complex 212
Мaximum target defeating range 5000 m

Armament:

The APC can be
used as a basic

vehicle for equipping
quick-reaction forces

and marine units.
The APC can fulfil
its tasks day-and-

night, under various
climatic conditions,

on hard-surface roads 
and off-road. The

operating temperature
range of the APC is

-40 to +55 oC.

17,5 t +3%  with anti shot protection
25 t+3% with additional protection

2-stroke diesel engine 3 TD

100 km/h

7650x2900x2860

3

7-9

Crew:

Landing forces:

Modification mass:

Engine:

Maximum Speed:

Dimensions:

 Type and designation of engine: IVECO Cursar C 10
 Maximum power 316 (430) kW (hp)
 Transmission automatic, hydro-mechanical
 Number of gears 5 forward gears + 1 reverse gear
 Navigation system SN-3003 Bazalt satellite system

Bau-23x2 
remote-controlled
weapon station

«Grom»
remote-controlled 
weapon station

Bm-3 «Shturm» 
remote-controlled
weapon station

Bm-7 «Parus»
remote-controlled 
weapon station
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